
Good health 
begins with 
a trip to the 
grocery 
store! 
With a few easy tools 
and tricks, a trip to the 
grocery store can be 
cheaper, more efficient 
and fun.  

1. Do have a grocery list! Know what meals you are going to make ahead of time. 
Don't just show up and expect to miraculously plan your week's meals while 
shopping. My favorite go-to grocery list is below. :) 

2. Do plan a specific time each week to go grocery shopping. Make it a fun 
routine! Don't wait until your fridge is empty and you're forced to resort to 
take-out.  

3. Do shop the periphery. That's where the freshest foods are located. Don't shop 
the aisles; that's where the processed foods hide.  

Psst: Have a cart race, tell the cashier a joke or see how many smiles you can give to people. 
Grocery shopping doesn't have to be a chore.  
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Vote Wisely 
Everything you 

buy is like casting 

a vote for what 
you want more of 
in your grocery 
store. Vote for 

local, fresh, and 
healthy!  

Get Around 
Try out different 
grocery  stores 
before picking 
your favorite.  

Eat Clean 
Choose organic, 

local and non GMO 
when possible. Find 

CSAs in your area 
and hit up the 

farmer's markets. 

READ CAREFULLY 
Read each label 

carefully. Make sure 
you know what every 
listed ingredient is. 
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Show your colors 
Buy a variety of 
colorful fruits & 
veggies to get 

multiple necessary 
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KNOW YOUR STORE 

Once you know where 
things are located, your 

shopping trip will be 
speedy!
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THE DO'S AND DON'TS OF.... 

Grocery Shopping 
How to plan a productive grocery shopping trip!



4. Don't be fooled by advertising. If it says 
gluten-free or vegan, it doesn't always 
mean it's healthy. Instead do choose 
foods that are whole foods, like beans, 
grains, meats/fish, fruits, nuts and 
veggies. Avoid processed foods with 
added sugars, fillers or colors or lots of 
strange ingredients.  

5. Don't buy the same things every time. 
Variety ensures a variety of nutrients and 
taste, making meals more exciting. Do branch out and try new foods. You can do it! I've got recipes on my 
website or there's always google to give you a recipe. ;) 

6. Do choose sweet potatoes instead of white potatoes, and choose dark greens, like spinach, instead of 
iceberg. Choose goat dairy products instead of cow when possible as goat is easier to digest.  

7. Most importantly, don't go shopping when hungry! You'll want to buy 
everything! Do buy what you can use so food doesn't go to waste. 
Roughly 1.3 billion tons of food is wasted each year. If it's in your 
fridge and going bad, save it in the freezer for later. If you must go 
when hungry, eat a snack there. 

"Phoebe has introduced me to food that I would never have considered in the past, and taught me how to save 
money when shopping for healthy options.  I have already saved more money on food shopping than I spent on 

Phoebe's services- it has more than paid for itself!" -Christina B., Florida
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PHOEBE'S GO-TO GROCERY SHOPPING LIST 
1-2 bunches of greens (kale, arugula, spinach or collards) 

3-5 roots and 1 squash (sweet potatoes, parsnips, spaghetti squash or butternut) 

3 different veggies (choose something different each week)  

3-5 fruits  (whatever looks tasty this week)  

1 carton organic eggs  

1-2 cups of dry grain in bulk (quinoa, amaranth, millet, rice) 

1-2 cups nuts (not peanuts. Try Brazil nuts, macadamia, pecans, cashews, or walnuts) 

A pack of spaghetti and a jar of sauce (a cupboard standby for times of need. I 
like rice pasta the best).  


